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ABSTRACT --
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The primary quaaturo· conversion act in .photosynthesis is defined 

as that event during whic~ electronic excitation is converted into cl1em

ical species wh1ch ax-e separable and which may be isolable. As yet 

no unambiguous assignment for ouch an event has been made •. 

1'here appear to be trlo major alternative approaches. The first 

is that a molecular event occurs leading directly to a chemical species 
.. 

from the excited molecule. While a great deal of work has been done 

over the years toward this endt no assign!lleliln of this sort has yet 

been adlieved and wo:r.k from this point of view continues. The second 

approach. involving the transfer of an electron from one molecule to 

another as the primary event. gives rise to a one-electron oxidant 

and a one-electron reductant in t;,;c different sites physically separ-

ated from each other as the primat"J chemical storage productso It is 

this latter point of view which· is now being most actively sustained 

and it is the evidence for this viewpoint which is examined in the pre9 
" 

sent paper. While a good many different kinds of evidence have been 

brought to bear, we will ~iscuss only two, namely, that-derived from 

the optical changes induced in the photosynthetic apparatus by actinic 

light and the magnetic c.-,anges induced by the actinic light • 
• 

* * The work described in this paper was sponsored by the u.s. 
Atomic Energy Commission •. 
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.:• ... -··. 

An examination of the variety of these changes and the kinetics 

of their formation and disappearance, as well as the dependence of 

these kinetics on physical and chemical environmental variables, leads 

to the supposition that the sequence of events is: absorption of light; 

migration of the exciton to the point of el~ctron transfer; electron 

transfer producing a trapped electron" and mobile hole, or, conversely, 

a trapped hole and r:1obile electron; followed by migration of the mobile 

particle to another point in the photosynthetic apparatus to a correspond:-

ing trap of opposite type. The reactions succeeding ~hese events, such 

as the formation of adenosine triphosphate and the reduction of pyridine 

nucleotide, are dark enzymatic chemical reactions, some of which have 

been separately: achieved. 

' '. 

i 
I. 

~I 

~ .• 

,..:,• 
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INTRODUCTION 

The overall process of photosynthesis in gx~en plants is simply 

~i- represented by Chart I. The energy stored in this process is of the 

0 

order of 110 kcal per mole of oxygen liberated. The question before 

us is how the energy of the qu~1tum, which is of the order of 7000 ~ 

(35 kcal per quantum) is stored in chemical form. The maximum effi-

ciency with which this reaction can be carried out is quite high. Thq, 
'; 

measurements vary from lower than 30% to as high as SO%. 

We know a good deal about the chemical reactions involved in going -

from carbon dioxide to carbohydrates. Our knowledge of the path of 

carbon (4) and the e~ficiency of the various steps involved in passing 

from the carbon dioxide to the carbohydrates, indicates that the effi-

ciency of this chemical conversion is not more than 85%, beginning with 

the agents which are required to carry this out, i.e., carbon dioxide~ 

reduced pyridine nucleotide as well as some selected number of collabor-

ative energy sources., Thus, starting with co2 and these energy-rich 

molecules, the efficiency is of ther order of sst. The efficiency of 

the chemical reactions from the· primary photoprod.ucts to the energy-

rich molecules used in this reactic'n (NADPH and ATP) is not known, 
. ~: 

but is presumed to be of the same order of magnitude. A, corresponding· 

uncertainty exists about the nature and efficiency of the c..'1emical re-

actions leading from the primary photopi':'oducts to molecular oxygen. If 

we take this also to be as%, the chemical efficiency f'ollowing primary 

quantum conversion would amount to .60%. 
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( 35 Kcals) hv 

Primary Quantum Conversion 

Efficiency~ 50%~ 100% 

Chemical eff. ~ 85% 

6F = + 110 Keels/ mole 0 2 

Overall efficiency measured between 30% and 80% 

MUB-2966 
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i 
Thus if the overall efficiency of the raction may be as low a2 · ~· 

i 
30%, the efficiency of the primary quantum conversion cannot be less 

' 
\,..: than 50%. If we allow the maximum overall efficiency to be any higher, 

' 
then the qua~tum conversion act ~ill have to be correspondingly great-

er 1 reaching mora than 90% efficiency t particularly if We alloH anything 

much less than 100% ·~fficiency for ,the chemical path from the primary 

photoproducts to mol•'!cular oxyge.n. 

Before defining what we mean by the quantum conversion acte let 

us look s:t: the series of reactions from co2 to carbohydrate which we 
i 

know something about and point out where that quantum conversion act 

plays ita role.! FIGURE l shows this in a schematic fashion. !he carbon . I -
l 

dioxide enters, reacting with a sugar molec~le, giving an intermediate. 

!he light produces the reducing p~~er and other high energy molecules 

which are required to run this carbon cycle. !he 85~ efficiency figure 

.which I gave you was the ef:Hciency figure for actually running the car-

_bon cycle, using the reduced pyridine .nuclef.)tide and ATP to keep it 

going. (There is a postscript to this which I would like to mention: 

We now kno~ a little more about th~ nature of this carboxydismutase 

reaction (5) and it seems to be a carboxylation of thiolenedio'i formed 

from a sulfhydryl group in the carboX)Idismutase enzyme and ribulose di-

.. phosphate..) 

•· 

• 

'' 
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PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF CHLOROPHYLL 

Let us return now to the question of the nature of the light 

reaction insofar as we can break i ~ down. The first thing that happens 

is that the chlorophyll, on which the photosynthesis depends, first 

absorbs a quantum to form an excited ~hlorophyll molecule (Reaction (l)t 

FIGURE 2). It appears that all of the chlorophyll molecules in the 

pla.."lt are not actually sites at wh5.ch the quantum conversion occurs, 

but the-.excitat&on· · 6f one chlorophyll molecule allows the migration of 

that exciton among other chlorophyll molecules to a particular chloro-

phy ll molecule 11 or particular pigment 11 located somewhere in the photo-

synthetic apparatus and possibly a~.•sociated wi tb some other· unknown 

molecule (M) (Reaction (2), FIGURE 2). This is a migration of exciton 

energy still in the form of electromagnetic energy ..... electronic exci-

tation only -- from one molecule into a pattern of molecules to some 

particular site. Then comes the point. having reached this particular 
~ 

species associated with a particular type of pigment 6 at which the re-

action occurs which leads to a product which must eventually produce 

an exidized and a reduced form (Reaction (.3) • FIGURE 2). The overall 

reaction with which we· are dealing is ~ oxidation-reduction ··reaction 

' .. 
the C02 is reduced •. the water is oxidized, so we know that at some point 

in the energy conversion scheme there must be an intermediate oxidant 

and reducta.•t produced,· whioh will ultimately lead chemically to th~se 

t~<Io kinds of final products. 

__..I" .• 
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Ch + 8 > Ch* ( I } 

J,t 

Ch~+ (Ch} · M 
E.M. 

Ch*· M ) (2} .. 
L~ • 

Ch*· M "' 

2~~·--~[0]+ [R] 
"' 

(3} 

(4} 

(5} 

MUB-2967 

Fig. 2 
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This is the beginning of the quantum convet'sion act, but it is 

not yet the whole act • bccilU:la whatever theso t~To or more species are, 

OOJ and [R], .they must he formed contiguou~ to each other 8 since they 

are formed from a single quantumo The next step in order to prevent the 
l 

hack reaction is the separation of these two, physically from each othee 

(Reacti'on (4), FIGURE 2). This separation act is part of the primary 

quantum conversion act. Fx>om here on 11 the intermediate oxidant [Ox) under

goes a whole series of chemical t;~ansformations 1, leading ultimately to 

molecular oxygen (Reaction (Sa), FIGURE 2). i'lat<:t•, of course, will 
! 

be involved in this sequence at smile point, and perhaps some additional 

energy may be introduced (possibly in the form of high energy phosphate). 

Similarly, the reduced species (Red] will go on and reduce carbon diox-

·· .. ide, and here 11 also, energy in the fo:rm of higl_l energy phosphate will 

participate, giving car·bohydrate (Reaction (Sc), FIGURE 2). The high 

energy phosphat·e which we need ior these reactions is acquired by a 
. I . 

combination of the separated oxidant and reuuctant, giving energy-
! 

containing compounds 8 some in the form of ATP (Reac~ion Sb). FIGURE 2)o 

The high energy containing ccr;-.;;ounds rna; play a role at various sites· 

in the q :--antum conversion process. · .ATP may form during the passage .._, 
of oxidant down in potential toward molecular oxygen. Howevera these. 

steps remain to be determined. The only one we know any~hing about is 
.. 

·-·the recombination reaction between the c.'lemically separated intel'mediate 

oxidant and intermediate reductant. 

The overall systems of Reactions (3) and (4) (as enclosed in FI-

GURE 2) is what we are now defining as the primary quantum conversion 

'· 

t ,, 

l 
l 

~ 

J 
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act. You will note that what happens bc:fox•e that time is a physical 

transformation and transfer of energy, and what happens afterward is 

ordinary chemistry-biochemistry-enzymatic chemistry. It is in this 

region that we make the brea~ between p~ysical excitation .and chemical 

species~ 

The high efficiency requirements for the primary quantum conversion 

act are for the follo-wing reasons: If' we must convert the quantum with 

an efficiency even as high as SO%,(and maybe higher than 90%) 1 it is 

clear that the initial products must have very nearly the same potential 

energy as.the absorbed quantum-- it can only be less by the ~~ount 

that the efficiency is less. than 100%. If the energy content of the 

two products ,(0 + R, FIGURE 3) is very nearly the same as the energy of 

the excited state from >-ihich they are formed s there cannot be a potential 

energy barrier for their back reaction of any appreciable magnitude (FI-

GURE 3). This is really what the problem is. A very large bundle of , 

energy ..... 30 to 35 kcal -- is to be tra.'lsfo:med ·into chemical species 

which we know to have a. chemical pc•tential to liberate very nearly thatsame 

amount of energy. Therefore, there cannot be a very hig.~ potential barrier 

for back reaction. If Reaction (3) FIGURE: 2 is 90% Officient, then the 

barrier for back. reaction cannot be more than 3 kcal (one-tenth of the 

total quantum). the alternative would be to allow a lS.kcal barrier to 

the back reaction, thus limiti~g the efficiency of the primacy quantum 

conversion to SO% and the overall efficiency to less than 20%. 

While many worke~s are willing to ·accept the requirement of at least 
. I 

8 quanta per mole of oxygen produced• we, ourselves (6) feel that we have ,, 

demonstrated a long te~ requirement of less than 7, and perhaps as low 

/ 
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as 6, as have a nu~er of others (7,8). ·There is one group which claims 

a long term requirement of 4 or less (9). It is our intention, there

fore, to proceed here on the basis of a 90% efficiency requirement for 

the primary quantum conversion. Therefore "t~1e energy level of the [0] + (R] 

must nOt ~e nore than 10% below the energy of the entire quantum (FIGURE 3). 

The quantt: ··akes us up to a level, m.::-,rked E.S. FIGURE 3, which is only 

10% e,b()vc tr1e value of the potential energy of the products, -if we are 

going to store 90% of the quantum energy. Therefore, the barrier over 

which the chemicals have to pass on the way back, down to the starting 

point, can be only of very small size. 

There is no model in splution photochemistry that approaches this 

· · kind of an energy storage. There are ma."ly photochemical reactions known, 

but, in general,. the energy of the products of the photochemical reactions 

is very low in relation to the quantum used to produce them. The quantum 

hasdS-10 times tha amount of energy that one can store in stable products, 

normally in ordinary solution photochemistry such as an isomerization 

reaction, tautoruerization, dimerization, dis~ociation, etc. In ordin-

ary photochemical reactions the products which can .be separated, 

and the energy thus stored, is genE::rally very small. In the quantum 

conversion act we must store 80-90% of the energy in nstable" cheiilical 

products. 

We have not given up look1ng for chemical changes in the chlorophyll 

which might possibly be related to these stable chemical intermediates~ 

but the tendency has been to seek va2.ys and means in which this sepax;a

tion could occur other than in terms of solution photochemistry. The 
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principal types of reactions for which there are models for such a separ-

ation aro; electron transfer and eloctron migration reactions which can 

indeed achieve this kind oi: an ene£:-gy storage. · !t appears that the evi-

dence which is n~ accumulating is moving pretty definitely in this di-

recti on, although I must say it is not unequivocal. 

For the present, ~e are going to discuss the evidence that an 

electron transfer reaction follo;.,red. by electrun-hole migration is 

the principal way in which the primary quantum conversion is achieved. 

The electron-hole ~igration separates the two primary products of the 

reaction, the formation of which is only part of the quantum conversion 
• 

problem. We must not only get the intermediates, but they have to be 

separated so they don't back react in a random, nonproductive fashion; 
. \•···--··· ... 

they should have thr:- possibility of reacting undeliochemically con-

trolled conditions, so that useful products may result. 

THE .BIOLOGICAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS - .;..;;..;...o;.._,.;._;.,..o.;;. _;......;...;.,.;;....,;;...;.;.;;.;.;;.;;.;;.;.. ;......;...;.;.;.,......;;...;..;... 

What is the apparatus which performs the quantum conversion? Chloro .. 

phyll (FIGURE 4) is the principal energy-capturing agent, and I have al-

ready indicated to you that there is a good deal of chemistry being done 

on chlorophyll with the idea that it may be uudergoing some kind of cb-

servable chemical change in which nuclei are moved. As yet no unequivo-

cal,evidence th~t such has indeed occurred in biological systems is at 

hand. The actual biological apparatus which performs t~e quantum conver

sion is in the cl1loroplasts, which contain in them a high degree of struc-

ture. FIGURE 5 shows the structure of one lamellar piece of a chloroplast, 
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BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL 

MU-22388 
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ZN -4304 

Fig. 5 
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1000 1i 
I I 

Aspidistra chloroplast lamina 
Weier, 1962. 

Fig. 6 

ZN -4500 
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QUANTAS0!1E COHPOS.I'f.i:Oi-i (lOc) 

•.;t f 

Lipid (composition in molecules :per~.quantasome) 
r 

230 chlorophyll& 
' i 

160' chlorophyll a 
' -70 chlorophyll £_ 

48 carotenoids 

14 ~-carotene 
22 lutein· 

: 6 violaxanthin 
1 

6 neoxanthin 
i 

46 quinone com?ounds 

16 plas toq1.2inone A 
8 plastoqui;:one B 
4 plastoquinone C , 

8-10 d-.-tocopherol 
4 <7.-to~opherylquinonc 
4 vitamin K1 

116 phospholipids 
(phosphatidylgl.ycerol) 

144 digalactosy1diglyceride 

346 monoga1actosyldiglyceride 

46 sulfolipid 

? sterols 

unidentified lipids 

, Protein 
9 11 380 nitrogen atoms as pr·otain 

2 manganese 

12 iron including two cytochrome 

6 copper 

Total lipid + protein 

FIGURE 7 

Molecular 

143 ,ooo 
58.400 

7,600 
13~600 

~_;3 ,600 
3,600 

12,000 
9,000 
3,000 
3,800 
2,000 
2,000 

Total 

Total 

Weight 

206,400 

27,400 

31,800 

so ,aoo 

41,000 

15,000 

175\)600 

990,000 

92 8 ,ooo 

110 

672 

218 

930,000 

1,920,000 

: ',. ·' ~. _., ... 
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important role ln the various electron transport reactions which are 

the chemical reactions following th0 quantum conversion act. 

Is it possible to say anything ·about the molecular arrangement 

of these components in the quantasomes? Th~~e is a bit of evidence to 

the effect that a small fraction of the chlorophy 11 is oriented -- it ·-

is not randomly arrangad in siution. (11) FIGURE 8 shows the electric 

d~chroism of the quantasome fragments •. The dotted line shows the absorp

tion spectrum and the solid line is the dichroic ratio. P.t about 7oo'o ~ 

there is a relatively large electric dichroism~whi_ch_~orresponds to a 
~------

small fraction (5-15%) of the total chlorophyll with its absorption 

at this point. A similar conclusion was arrived at by Butler (12) from 

an examination of the fluorescence of chlorophyll in intact chloro~lastso 

He found that there was a fluorescence which was polarized end which 

seemed to be due to this particular kind of chlorophyll, the fluores-

cence seeming to .be of somewhat longer ";avelength than the fluorescence 

of the bulk of the chlorophy 11. 

. Thus there seem to be tt-to dl-ferc::~ l:!nds of evidence that 

in the green material there is at least one component of the chlorophyll 

which· is highly ordered. The molecules are ordered enough so that 

they can be aligned in an electric field "as \,oeJ.l c:m a meci'l<:mical field 

(flow dichcoism. (lla)), and, furthermore, these ordered ,molecules seem 

to be the ones toward which all of the absorbed quanta in that particular 

pigment system migrate ,by exciton migration. and from which the fluores-
' l 

cence comes. The fluorescence is a competitive (Qastefui) reaction to 

the quantum conversion act, which is als.o presumed to take place in 
i 

these very special ~~rorophyll molecules. 

l .. 
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ELECTRIC DICHROISM SPECTRUM 
Spinach Ouantasomes 

Dichroic 
Ratio 

WAVELENGTH (mp) 
MU-2.5236 

Fig. 8 
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The fluoNscence evidence, together with the structural evidence, 

is part of the basis fer our notion that following the primary absorption 

of the quantum anywhere in the bull~ chlorophyll it (the quantum) migrate::> 

as the excited state to specific sites in the photosynthetic apparatus, 

and it is at these sites that the quantum convers.i.on takes place. 

THE SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD IN BIOLOGICAL t-!ATERIALS -

In order to find out what is happening at that site, which 

is defined as the site of (chlororhyll) pigment 705 (approximately 

the wavelc··;;th of the maximum dichroism), we must try to take the 

fragment apu.r-·. still furt~1er 1 to see "if we can find materials that 

have such an absorption and examine their individual photo- and bio-

c.'lemistcy. It turns out that whenever this is attempte9 by going 

do-.. m to structural levels below that of the quantasome, the reactions' 

which we recognize as either whole or partial reactions of photosyn-

thesis fail. It is for this reason that we are confined• so far at 

plex chemical and relatively highly ordered physical systems. Those 

of you who have ·been accustomed to the successful approach· which bio

chemistry has taken in the. last 20-30 years, i.e. 1 dismantli~g the 

biological apparatus to the individual molecules of which it is con-

structed and examining each of the reactions ~hich the ,individual mole-

cules can carry out and then reconstructing the system from that frag

mentary study,. will be somewhat skepticai or perhaps disappointed. So 
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far we have not succeeded in carrying the fragmentation of the photo-

synthetic ~ppa~us down belo~ this quantasome level and still retain 

the properties whic.~ .,,e recognize: as components of the photosynthetic 

process. Therefore we have to find other ways and means of exa~ining 

them in this complex biological system. 

There· is really only one way in whi.ch such a complex system 

can be examined, so to speak (and I mean literally look at it) to 

find out anything about what is going 0:1 ~zithout destroying it. This 

.-.is ..by a ::;".ectroscopic rne · :·i . \ of some sort. One has to exmnine the 

system with electromagnetic radiation of a sui table 'trarzelength. One 

can use anything from radiofrequencies down to X-rays, but this is 

really the only way that ~re. can examine directly what is going on 

inside this complex structure and analytically separate the various 

·processes, one from .another. We can do this by examining what happens 

inside the quantasome particles, u~ing the principle of the double 

beam spectl.'ophotcrneter (FIGURE 9). i-lith a device which uses radiation' 

(either.radio, visible, infrared, microwave, etc.) as an analytical 

tool, we can look at the material in the two vessels and compare the 

emerging beam. 

If we shine actinic light on one and have the other vessel in 

darkness, and compare the two emergent analytical beams by various de
are 

vices, we/havd:ng a look at what the actinic light does to the one by 

comparing the change in the illuminated sample with the material in the 

dark. There are many variations of this type of experim~nt• but such a 

comparison i's essentially what the spectroscopic examination is. The 

rest of the' paper t.till deal with this subject, using two kinds of 
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electromagnetic ener·gy as <malyt5.cal tools, one of them visible 

- light and the other one micro..,avo frequencies. With these two 

methods, we can exar.:ine two di~ferent properties of the particulate 

muterial of the qu::mtum conversion app:::=~tt.tc. A third type of ex-

amination ~ould be to look at the. fluorescence, but we are not 

going to discuss thi3 in detail her~. I have already brought 

out one of the basic p~eces of information resulting from such a 

study, namelY, thc.t exciton migr(l.tion occurs and that the quantum 

conversion act prQb.:ilily takes place in one, or .Possibly two, differ-

ent kinds of traps for tho quanta. 

Let us now discu~s the rcuults obtained by the two r.Jethods: 

(l) change in the visible absorption spectrum induced by the actinic 

light and (2) changes in the mict'owacve absorption spectrum, and 
• 

compare tho two • 
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E.PR IN CHROllATOPH.OR::S 

FIGURES 10 and 11 show the result of an examination of 

bacterial material for photoindu<~ed unpaired electrons. The 

photssynthetic bacteria seem to be, at least in one respect • 

somewhat simpler 1-n their photochemical quantum conversion than 

the gl"'een plants. The bacteria de> not have one of the very impor-

tant photosynthetic flli~ctions, namely, the ability to make mole-

·cular oxygen. So, in a sense 0 they have less of a job to do than 

the green material of the plants. The next figures will show 

spectra of the c."lromatophores, the c-..hlorophyll-containing frag

rr.ents t•emoved from the photosynthetic bacteria of various kinds. 

fiGURE 10 sh0\-1S the production of unpaired electrons in the \•hole 

bacteria as a function of temperature. .!-!~re is what appears to 

be a single absorption bend, and you can see that the reaction 

at room temperature. The important fact is that we can't do very 

0 much ordinary biochemistry at -160 , so we can be confident that 

this reaction is something ~ery close to the primary quantum con-

version act. The apparent increase and subsequent decrease in the 

steady-stbte number of unpaired spins with falling temperature 

undoubtedly represents a freezing out of successive radical re-~· 

.:.-:.· .. :..• .... · 
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actions from the biocher.1ical system. Host of the unpaired spins at 

25° are surely secon·1ary things, formed in a series of radical reactions 

after the primary qu.lntum conversion act. Hhen they freeze out, only 

the physical quantum conversion act itself is left behind. 

If that is the case, you mi.ght expect that the growth and decay 

of the room temp~atul~ radicals would be slow, whereas the growth 

and decay of the radicals made at liquid nitrogen temperature would 

have a less slow component -- everything t.;ould be fast. This is 

shol-m in FIGURE ll where you ca.Tl see in thii. rates at room tempera-

ture both a rapid and slow r-ising component, as well as :-apid and 

sloi·l falling components. 'rlhen the n1aterial is cooled, all the slow 

components freeze out a'1d only the rapid components are left. Since 

this photograph w<.~s made, we have gone to faster times, using a 
' a 

different kind of equipment (flash photoljsis) and have obtained/more 

detailed kinetic picture of the growth and d{')cay curves. (15) The 

unpaired spins are formed evan at liquid nitrogen temperatures and 

·thus must be very close to the primary quantum conversion ·act itself. 

OPTICAL CHANGES IN CrtROMATOPHORES 

the visible, in exactly the same way to see what changes in the visible 

absorption are introduced when we shine li~:1t on one-ha~f of the experi-

mental system. FIGURE 12 shows the visible absorption spectrum of 
particular 

particles from a(bacteriumt chromatophores of ~· rubrum. The 

two bands at 800 and 375 lll'..l are the two principal bacteriochlorophy~l 

hands; the cytochrome bands are hidden underneath, particularly in the 

.,'.•. ,., · .. -...... ·' 
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carotenoid region. The lower spectrum shows the diffarence"-1~1-~--~-

density (change in abs.orption) between the illuminated set of chromate-

phores and the ·dark set of ohromatophores. There are. a large number 

of things happening: changes are occurring throughout the absorption 

spectrum of the !• rubrum. One of the big changes is a drop in the ab

s~rption of the chlorophyll at 865, and the -810 and the +790 peaks .. ,.. .. 

look like a shift of some sort at 803. Note that the scale on the 

right is larger than the one on the left by a factor of two. These many 
.. ,·., • .... ' 

peaks and valleys represent optical changes taking place inside the R• 

rubrum chromatophores in different pigments. The question is: Are these 
; 

changes ~n one or several systems, and how can this be recognized? Ho;; 

can we tell what theae difference. spectra represent, some of them being 

increases and some of them being decreases in absorption. 

The idchtification of the changes that are occurring in this 

material is our principal objective. One can easily see changes in the 

865 region 0 and these have been attributed to the chlorophyll itself .• 

The -384 and the +360 change is probably due to a shift in the Soret 

band of the. chlorophyll. There are other pigments also involved in this 

change as well. 
,......,. -

There are at least tw o ways of id~nt$.fying these various changes. ........ . 

' 
One of them is, of course, to get the individual pigment out which is 

~e;!~~e :for tho changes in a form which corresponds to the form in· 
~-'I •. :.t;:.; •. ,, __ .,.., -. 

which i't exists in tne·chrom~~ophora;;~ or quantasomes • and then to demon

strate the change in spectrum by some chemical method -.:. for example, 

introduce electrons or take electrons away., We have been able to do 

i 
that with only one pigment, i.e.:~ the cytochromes. The cytochrome can b,e 
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removed frOtn the ehromatovhoros or the chloroplasts and can be subj~cted 
oxidc1tion 

to/or reduction by chemical methods. The apectral changes are obfHit'Vo.t>le 

and can be identified with a small part of t!Je total difference spectrum, 

shown for Chromatium cbromatophores in F.IGUlU: l2b. 

The rest of lt. howevar, cannot bo. The chlorophyll ccmnot be, 

because the moment the chlorophy 11 is removed from the plant as chloro-

phyll molecules in ordinary solution • ita spectrum is ·completely diffor-

ent. Therefore, it is not possible to identify the chlorophyll by any 

other method. We can show that this is an O:-!!~ation of chlorophyll, or 

at least a destruction of it by oxidation, because ~e can produce the 

same spectral result by oxidation of the chromatophoren by ferricyanide 

as io produced by light. So we say that the light is indeed oxidizing 

at least one small bit of the chlorophyll. (16) The licht is also 

oxidi•dng the cytochromes • at least in the Cht•omat!um chromatophores. 

fiGURE l3 shows some of the low temperature evidence for the 

primary characte~r of some of the li&ht•induoed spectral cbane,ea; this 

is some work of Arnold and Clayton (17) of several year:~ ago showing that 

the absorption changes at 4200 ~ for a purple bacterium go on at vory 

low temperatures. The absorption at 4200 R is increased when the light 

is turned on and decreased when it is turned off. and this takes pl~ce 

even at liquid helium temperatures. Therefore, one can be fairly sure 

that these changes correspond to no ordinary chemical reactions 

occurring at this temperature. 
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KINETIC !::XPERI!1ENTS ON C!1ROHATOPHORES 

So far you have seen the total spectral changes when you shine 

light on one cell and keep the other one t1~ ~ cark standard.; We have 

tried to identify eo!I .• ~ of those changes with certain pigment cha.n~es • 

by :.solating the pie,rnent:s and performing some chemical analyses on them. 

How \.!!l'• the only one upon which this hC:!.S been Guccessfully accomplished 

is -+.::•6_! cytochrome. The othe!' changes he1ve so far .failed to yield to this 

method. Therefo:t-e • we have + o use other methods for differentiating 

these changes; to detex•mine whether these many changes arc due to one 

and the sarr1e molecule or duo to diffe~cnt: moleculDr species. 

One way of doing this would bo to measure the rate at which 

the changes appear at the different points in the optical spectrum. If 

the rates are different • either for their appearance or di.!:lappearcmce • 

then quite obviously they are due to different molecule species. If the 

rates are the same. they may or may not be due to the same molecular 

species. We are now trying to distinguish between all the various 

changes which we see in the steady light by ~he rate at which they 

appear or disappear• upon flash illumination. We are using the methods 

of repeated flash photolysis • shown here in FIGURE 14. The change in 

optical absorption produced by a single fast pulse of light is often 

k. so small that it is hidden in the noiseo What we have done is put on a 

pulse of about one hundred milliseconds of light and recorded the growth 

and decay of th4.t change, and we have done this repeatedly. We have had 

the apparatus coupled together in sue.~ a way that every time we go through 
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this scanning operation we start at the same point in time with respect 

to the light flash, and just kept adding up the figures. The nolse is 

random and cancel itself.fout. 

fiGURl: 15 shows soma of the kinetic results of the flash 

photolysis. With ~· l~brum chromatophores you can ace that tho chunge 

at 433 mu has quito a different decay rate than the change at 792 rnu 

and 810 mu, whic.'l, in turn, is different from the decay rate at 855 mu. 

This alreacy tells us that these three chaneqs -- the 433, 792-010 and 

865 -- are indeed due to three different species. They ure disappearing 

at different rutes and are therefore not due to the same species. This 

is an important piece of evidence because it looked at the start as 

though the 792-800 mu band was right on the side of the 865 mu band, 

and we thought they wore vibrational components of the chlorophyll 

absorption band. It no~<~ appears that they are t~<~o different piument 

chan gas -- they may both be chlorophy 11, but • if so, they are two 

different chlorophyll molecules. The change at 433 mu is spectacularly 

different and quite obviously is not the Soret band associated with 

the 665 mu pigment. These are three different species, then. 

With this kind of technique, in which we can measure accurately 

growth and decay rates of signals, we can now compare the growth and deca1 

rates, say, in the~· rubrum chromatophoree. of the oxidized chlorophyll• 

which is measured by the change at 865 mu • with the gro~tth and decay rate 

of the unpa!red spins in the same organism, which we can vroduce with 

the same light. We now have two different ways of looking at the mater

ial. We can observe the optical absorption at 865 mu, which se,.,ms almost 

certainly to be chlorophyll. ile cun examine it in the 3 em microwave 
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region 1 ~hich "sees" ttn unpaired electron, and we can determine whether 

the oxidized chlorophyll show~ its unpaired electron, which it should 

show if a single electron transfer has been made. FIGUru; 16 showts that 

c~nparison, and you can see the fine wavy line which is the growth and 

dacny (performed by the flash photolysis mothod) of the paramagnetic 

resonance signal. It is quite evident that it does not correspond at all 

with the decay of the 865. The 865 change decays much more rapidly than 

does the unpaired electron. The unpaired el~~tron, however, docs docay 

at the same rate as the 433 chanee. 

This information has one positive and one negative consequence. 

'l'he positive fact is that it looks as though whatever is changing at 

433 (i.e., whatever that change is due to) ia very closely associated 

with, if not identical to, the species responsible for the unpaired 

electron. It alBo tells us • negatively, that the oxidation of chlorophyll 

by the. removal of one electron, which we can demonstrate with ferricy.anide 

corresponds to that 865 change, does not show an unpaired spin. This is 

an important negative conclusion, and is one of the few casea in which a 

negative observation may be important. The situation may be represented 

by tho following change, showing the electron transfer from the excited -
chlorophyll n1olecule in its special location (riGURE 17). We x-ecognize 

the chlorophyll ;positive ion radical by it:!! 913~ spectrum, but no EPR 

can be identified with it yet. ·If: this were an ordinary chlorophyll, 

either by itself in solution or attached to the protein mole9.ule_. and 

was indeed a, single chlorophyll molecule not in1!11ac::ting with other 

chlorophyll molecules, we would and should see an unpaired electron on 

it as we do with other organic trel!J radicals, but we don't. Thus, al-

though the presence of the chlorophyll positive ion radical can be 
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of the chloroplast. Wa thus hava evidence that light has introduced un-

paired electrons into the green material of the plant. This is the first 

clue which we had that the light was actually pnpairing electrons r•ather 

than producing an isomerization • tautomeri~~~!.r:m, etc.· •• that it was 

actually separating paired electrons from each other. (13,14) 

FIGURE 19 showu schematically 1 on the left where it is labeled 

"bacteria", a rnodol of the "rocess as wo now hypothesize its Light ab-

sorption by the chlorophyll molecule, exciton migration from one chlot•o--

phy1l molecule ·to anothor in this array until tho exciton finds its way 

to a specific localized pigment, at which place specific electron trans• 

fer occurs • followdd by hole migration to another point at which the cyto-

chrome is oxidized. This process absorption, exciton migration, elec-

tron transfer and hole migration can take place even at liquid nitro-

gen temperatures. From that point on, it is chemistry. in both plants 

and bacteria. The essential feature ie exciton migration foll~ing ab• 

sorption, electron transfer perhaps in a charge-transfer complex as 

the initiation of the quantum converting act. but the quantum conversion 

is not complete until tho hole is separated F.rom the electron. That kind 

of separation has to be achieved in some way, and we are proposing that 

it is achieved in this array by charge migration. 

Tho difference spectrum (light-minus-dark) for some plants 

(Scenedeennus) is shown in FIGURE 20 and lt exhibits the same kinds of 

effect$ that we saw with the bacteria. except it doesn't go out beyond 

7000-8000 t 0 
The main difference lies at about 7000 A. That ~1ange can 

be made the dominant one (at 705 mu) • presumed to be at the ordered 

pigment which shows the electric dichroism. FIGURE 21 shows the absorp-
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'tion of the Chlorella cells corrected for .light scattering. and the spectrum 

i~ shifted from what it is in chlorophyll in solution. In FIGUR£ 22 ls given 

a more highly resolved difference spectrum, taken on Chlorella,obtained ~.l1:h 

the flash photolysb, in which more significant detail can be discerned. 

It shows a very larg-e positive change at 520 and a need.tive change at 480. 

This particular change i~ dominating in most green plants • while it is 

present only to a very small extent • if at all, in the bactt!ria or blue-

green algae. The identity of that change is not yet clear, although it is 

believed to be due to the presence of the plastoquinone in the chloroplasts, 

and may be due to a charge-transfer compl*l:w: 'between the quinone and the 

chlorophy 11. However, this has not yet been established. It may also be 

a char•go-trausfer complex between the carotenoid and the chlorophyll. 

The kinetics of the absorption changes in the green plants can 

also be determined. and we are just .beginning to do that on the same 

scale that we did it with tho bacteria. FIGURE 23 shows some of the 

kinetics with intact SceneJcsmus cells. It shows the time course ·of 

the changes at 525 mu only. The time course of that change is dependent 

on the wavelength of the light usel.l to induce the change, i.e.; actinic 

light of different wavelengths produces a different time course of change 

at 525. The 525 obviously cannot be due to a sinsle kind of change. a 

ainy.le kind of electron transfer reaction; it must have at least two, 

and perhaps more. It looks as though one of the component changes is 

brought about by the long wavolength at 720 mu, and both of thetrt are 

brought about by the ~horter wavelength at ~~0 mu. Thus, there would be 

two different electron tran~:~fer reactions showing an absorption change 

at 525 in the green plant • one of them br-ought about by 720 mu light 

and both of them by the 650. 
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optical evidence that the light is really transferring an electron from 

one r.nolocule to another, but so far· all -....;, hav.;, .;;een with the light are 

tt1e molecules from which the electrons are being removed, and we l1ave 

not yet seen unt~quivocally anything of where the electrons are r.oin!j. 

QUAHTUM CONVERSION l!!. PHOTOSYtlTHESIS 

The foregoing i:s a confirmation of the notion that there are 

two different kinds of quantum conversion acts in the green plants. 

which was first real:~· hinted at by the worJ.: -:>f Emerson about ten years 

ago. (22) 9 when he found that he could increase the quantum yield of 

xoygen in a green plant by light of longer than 7000 ~ if he had, in 

addition to that, light at about 6000 Z. In other words. the sum of 

the t\IO quantum conversion acts, when two lights were shining on the 

plant together 8 was greater than when they were used on the plant 

separately. The pnoducts of these two different quantum converting 

acts could collaborate at producing higher efficiency than either one 

alonA could do. 1'his is the extra complication in photosyntheai~ in 

green plant a. This is now a well established notion -- that there are 

two different quantum converting acts in green plants, whereas it 

appears there is only one in bacteria. The nature of that collaboration 

has yet to be unequ~vocally established. 

It is clear that information about the collaboration mechanism 

may be obtained from a detailed study of th~ kinetics of the production 

and decay of the optical density changes as they ere effected by differ

ent wavelengths of actinic light applied in a variety of temporal and 

intensity relations to each other. Such work has already begun in various 
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laboratories • relating different optical density changes with cliffe.rent 

actinic wavelengths, (23.24) Now we are relating variable kinetics at 

one analyzing wavelength as a function of different actinic wavelengths • 

with two or more different moleculat .. change .. manifesting themselves at 

single wavelent~h. 

The general tone of some current ideas is contained in FIGURE 26 
two 

which shows one way in which to set up the/different quantum converting 

acts ( 25). The first one • called here h 1 is suggested • in the case of 

the bacteria. as taking place with light in the 879-890 n1u Ngion • and 

in the ereen plcmt the changes ora at 700 mu. This is preuumed to be the 

first quant•Jm converting act. A chlorophyll transfers an electron to 

some acceptor. The oxygen redox level is only at • 8 volt, and the pyri-

cline nucleotide level is only at -. 4 volt, and in between them lies 

about 1.2 volts, which is just about what one quantum could do by it-

self. It appears that the products of the two quanta can cross-react. 

fiGURE 26 shows one current view of how they c~oss-react, with the 

plastoquinone pool in between. and most of 'th6 high energy phosphate 

is created in tho flow of the eldctrons from one act into the product 

or vacancies created by a second act. It looka a2 though• at the mcn~nt. 

most of the schf.tmes whieh you will find in the literature involve two 

acts of this kind, with plastoquinone, cytochrome f • cytochrome .b& and 

plastocyanin• all in the intermediate region, coupling the two differ• 

ent quantum conv~rting acts. 

However, the nature of the two quantum converting acts would 

be the same in principlez exciton migration i'ollowed by charge migration 

in the final sepal"ation procedure. Both quantum converting acts as 

they now appear are tbown in FIGURE 19: the absorption of light by 

.. ~· 
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chlorophyll to give an exd~ed chlorophyll; tho exciton migration from 

absorbed chloro!Jhyll to particular flitos in the quantasome or chromate-

phore; the charga-tranafer operation at that particular site 1 giving a 

hole and an electron 1 and one or the other of these {perhaps both of 

them in the two s~parate pigl!lant aysterns as indicated on the left arid 

on the right of FIGURE 19, can movo by de localization a.'llongst the chloro-

phyll array so that the oxidant and reductant are separated. In one 

pigment system the oxidant (hole) moves by delocallzation. and in tbe 

other pigment sy!ltem, in the green plant, tho reductant (electron) moves 

by dolocalization. This, then 1 is what we are now using as our current 

hypothesis for the primary quantum conversi~ act as earlier defined. 

From this point on the process is biochemistry, involving ordinary 

enzymological reactions of the standard type, and the recombination can 

take place in a manner ve:ry similar to that which is occurring in oxi-

dative phosphorylation to give high energy phosphate • 
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